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Light water reactors (LWR) make over 85% of the world nuclear park and are presently
constructed in 12 countries. One of the generally recognized LWR development
directions is represented by W E R reactor concept, created and developed in the former
Sovie Union. For over 35 years of W E R existence (with gross capacities ranging from
70 to 100 MWe), 58 power units have been built, and 49 are still in operation (13 in
Russia and Ukraine each, 6 - in Bulgaria and Slovakia each, 4 - in Hungary and Czech
Republic each, 2 - in Finland and 1 - in Armenia). The oldest of operating W E R s - 3rd

unit of Novovoronezh NPP in Russia - was connected to grid in 1971; the last -
Mochovce-2 in Slovakia - was launched in 1999. Geography of W E R reactors is
developing quite dynamically. For the first time this reactor type is being built in the
countries of Asia: China and Iran, as well as in Cuba (see Table 1). Construction of the
first W E R in India is also expected.

Peculiarities ofVVER construction and development

The detailed design of a 200 MWe WER reactor was completed in 1956. In the same
year the intergovernmental agreement was signed by the USSR and GDR, and in 1957
the work on erection of the Rheinsberg NPP with a capacity of 70 MW began. Various
sits for the first NPP with VVER were considered, including a MOSENERGO
cogeneration plant (TEC-21) in Khovrino, near Moscow, and finally the Novovoronezh
site was chosen. There the first VVERs of all generations were constructed.

• Unit 1 of NVNPP (VVER-1) was connected to the grid in 1964 and finished
operation in 1984.

• Unit 2 of 365 MWe worked from 1969 to 1990.
• Rheinsberg NPP was commissioned in 1966.

Construction of the first NVNPP units confirmed the technical feasibility of reliable
commercial nuclear power sources. The experience of their creation and operation was
of exceptional importance for further development of NPPs with W E R in our country
and other countries where our designs were used.

Here it is important to emphasize, that the careful and dynamic work on the reactor
design stage, pre-startup full-scale investigation of the core physical parameters, timely
corrections of the construction errors, including those introduced after manufacturing of
issued elements and representative tests and checks in the course of pre-start
adjustments have ensured the good reactor and NPP startup and achievement of design
capacity in the shortest possible period. The plant was launched on September 30, 1964,
and the design power (210 MWe) was achieved on December 30, 1964. In the following
operation the reactor and the plant itself have shown the possibility of operation with
280 MWe capacity.
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Further operation experience, which had revealed some defects in the equipment
construction and design, and which had manifested itself in a series of accidents leading
to performance of large amount of repairs and maintenance work, has provided an
invaluable material for creation of the next W E R units.

It should be pointed out that a number of the basic engineering solutions worked out for
the first VVER were original and became traditional for all subsequent W E R
generations.

Among these are:

• a triangle array for the fuel assemblies in the core and the fuel elements in the
assembly, which gives a hexagonal form to the fuel assembly;

• the use of Zr-Nb alloy as a cladding material;
• the use of high-strength alloyed carbon steel suitable for performance at high

neutron fluxes as the material for the reactor vessel;
• the reactor vessel is made of solid-forged shells without longitudinal welds;
• the lower part of the reactor vessel accommodating the core is designed as a

cylindrical vessel with the elliptic bottom without pipe penetrations or any other
holes;

• the reactor vessel rests on a cylindrical clamp on the lower shell of the branch pipe
zone;

• control and protection systems drive mechanisms, core systems for temperature
control and power generation control are installed on the removable closure (head)
of the reactor vessel;

• in the first units and VVER-440 the movable fuel assemblies are used as control
rods;

• the original design of the horizontal steam generator with a tube plate consisting of
two cylindrical headers;

• the SG heat-exchange tubes are made of OX18H10T austenitic chromium-nickel
stainless steel;

• an important factor was assurance of rail transportability of the large-sized
equipment.

The first-generation commercial 440 MWe WERs were constructed based on the
experience with the erection of the first two units of NVNPP. The premier unit of this
series (NVNPP-3) was commissioned in 1971. From 1971 to 1975 six such units were
put into operation in the Soviet Union (at Novovoronezh, Kola and Armenian NPPs)
and ten more units were put into service from 1974 to 1982 in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia
and GDR under the intergovernmental agreements. This series of VVERs had
demonstrated the economic competitiveness of the nuclear power plants.

This phase of VVER development was connected with the first period of development
of NPP safety concept in the Soviet Union - when it was supposed, that any serious
damage of pipelines, equipment or other reactor components could be avoided in case of
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ensuring their high quality, and thus would exclude the possibility of severe accidents.
In this connection, the first NPP designs both with WERs and channel-type boiling
reactors have considered a limited coolant leakage as a maximum design accident, thus
limiting the requirements to accident localizing systems. Such systems have included
leaktight premises (designed with account to excess pressure) containing the coolant
loop (partially or completely) and sprinkler devices intended for condensing the steam
released in course of accident. No special requirements were put on the premises'
leaktightness at high pressure, because no serious damage of fuel elements was
expected. In this period NPPs were designed, built and operated mainly in accordance
with general industry standards and rules. Development of special standards and
regulations was at first connected only with such new specific aspects of nuclear energy
use, as radiation protection, nuclear physics, radiation material research, etc.

However, the very first experience of NPP construction and operation has shown, that
even the most accurate selection of metal and the highest requirements to the quality of
equipment and pipelines' manufacturing were unable to completely exclude the
possibility of their damage in course of operation. That's why in this period the new
complex approach to NPP as an object of higher risk requiring development and
application of special safety measures, began to form in this period.

In the same time, beginning from the first VVER, its designers have paid great attention
to excluding the events, which could, with high probability, become a cause for a major
accident or aggravate its course, making it finally a severe one.

VVER designs have used materials and constructions not inclined for rapid destruction;
potentially hazardous phenomena (fracturing of reactor vessel and fractures in steam
generator headers, etc.) have been supervised in course of operation, what, as
experience has shown, has made it possible to take timely measures to avoid incidents'
development into major accidents.

Parameters of VVER equipment (reduced power density of core, large water margin in
second circuit steam generators, capacity of pressurizers, etc.) were selected in a way to
ensure the slow development of accident, which would let the operators to take active
measures for its liquidation. Characteristic decisions adopted for VVERs - determining
their safety enhancement - were recognized by international experts in after-Chernobyl
period. Operation experience has given examples of useful manifestations of these
properties.

A decisive role in formation of new approaches to NPP safety was played by the work
on NPP design with VVER-440 reactor for Finland that started in 1969. Close contacts
and detailed acquaintance with the practices of other countries engaged in nuclear
power development has contributed to the formulation of new requirement to NPP
safety at the level of international standards.

Characteristic features of VVER installations forming the base of their enhanced safety
were added to by the all-plant systems for severe accidents' prevention.
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The development of the "General provisions for nuclear power plant safety" began in
1969; in 1971 their first version was approved and the development of a NPP design
with second-generation VVER, that would satisfy the international safety approaches,
began in the same year.

The first power units of these series were constructed at Loviisa NPP in Finland (the
first unit was commissioned in 1977; the second - in 1980). In the plans of NPP
construction realized in our country and CMEA countries, power units of the new
generation have replaced the planned units of the first series. The total of 4 such power
units were constructed in the USSR and 10 - in CMEA countries.

Taking into account the new safety requirements, the development of VVER-1000
reactor system (design B-187) began in 1969 for the pilot 5th unit of the Novovoronezh
NPP. In 1971 the detailed design was recommended for implementation. For the first
time in our country the design of a reactor system has provided for a containment maid
of pre-stressed reinforced concrete designed for the maximum pressure in case of the
maximum design-basis accident with the rupture of main circulation pipe of 850 mm in
diameter. The 5th NVNPP unit with VVER-1000 was commissioned in 1980.

The design of VVER-1000 equipment and the technological part of the reactor system
were mainly based on new technical solutions. Thus, for the first time, VVER used the
reactor core with "soft" control rods in the form of bundles (clusters) of absorbers (12
rods in each bundle).

While preserving the main layout solutions of the B-187 reactor system, design of
reactor systems for VVER-1000 was developed for the first unit (B-302) of the South-
Ukrainian NPP, and 1st and 2nd units of the Kalinin NPP (B-338); unlike the 5th NVNPP
unit their new fuel assemblies were shroud-free.

These units were put into operation in 1982, 1985 and in 1984 and 1986, respectively.

In 1978 the development of the reactor system WER-1000 (B-320) began for a large
series of NPps. While preserving the main pressure and temperature parameters, all new
solutions for the B-320 system were to be optimized on the base of accumulated
experience with the development of B-187, B-302 and B-338.

During 1984-1993, 14 such power units were commissioned (including two in Bulgaria
in 1987 and 1991).

Important practical step in the development and implementation of reactor systems with
inherent safety and passive protection means was first made with the construction of
nuclear district heating plants (NDHP) in the Soviet Union. In should be noted, that
creation of these facilities was completed before the Chernobyl accident, and the
requirements for them were developed and the works were begun even before the
accident at Three-Mile-Island in USA. However, their commissioning was stopped
contrary to the technical logic on the wave of anti-nuclear feelings after the Chernobyl
and Perestroika.
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Active progress and propaganda of reactor systems with inherent safety and passive
protection means in post-Chernobyl years was hampered by Western nuclear industry
afraid of technical & economic competition and of negative public reaction. Forcing of
the "new approach" could put under question the safety and acceptability of operating
NPP park. Factors of the necessity of public acceptance of nuclear power and the
forming technical conjuncture in USSR and Russia, which, after the nuclear power
prestige downfall as a result of the Chernobyl accident, demanded demonstration of
qualitatively new steps in the further development of the branch, have determined the
other attitude towards these new solutions. For this reason, the very next NPPs, which
should be classified as "evolutionary", should have the maximum possible set of new
safety features, characterized by "inherent" and "passive" terms. The logic of the
country's economic development in the past years, and, consequently, the logic of
nuclear power development, has determined the commissioning of such new-generation
plants (with VVER-1000 and VVER-640) before 2000. The real course of economic
reforms has considerably slowed the progress of nuclear power.

Present-day phase of VVER concept

In this connection it would be useful to sum the results of the present-day phase of
water-water reactors' (VVER) development concept, characterized by wide spreading of
the second generation of these reactors and availability of feasible third-generation
projects.

Nuclear power plants with second-generation VVER reactors are represented by power
units with reactor installations VVER-440 (V-213 design) working at Loviisa NPP
(Finland), Paks NPP (Hungary), Dukovany NPP (Czech Republic), Bogunice and
Mohovce NPPs (Slovakia), Rovno NPP (Ukraine), Kola NPP (Russia), as well as by
power units with VVER-1000 reactors in Russia, Ukraine and Bulgaria.

At present 38 second-generation VVER units are in operation. Another 11 power units
with VVER-1000 and VVER-440 of this generation are under construction.

Second generation of VVERs has ensured the safe operation of nuclear power in the
Soviet Union (and then in Russia and Ukraine), especially in post-Chernobyl period,
and demonstrated the possibility of NPPs' solid presence on the international market.
Now it provides the technological and scientific & technical base for strengthening o(
nuclear power in Russia and for competing on the world market via evolutionary
transition to the third generation of nuclear-fueled units.

The decisions on constructing NPPs with third-generation nuclear units - VVER-640
(Sosnovy Bor and Kola-5 in Russia) and VVER-1000 (Novovoronezh-6 in Russia and
NPPs in China and India) - were adopted. These projects develop to large extent the
internal safety features, including use of natural factors and processes and passive
technical means.
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Nuclear reactors of the XXI century

Availability of approved nuclear technologies in power industry, confirmed economic
competitive ability and technical safety will make nuclear energy a favorite in providing
a considerable part of energy production by the time of the next energy carrier change in
the XXI century.

Reactors of various types will be present in the large-scale nuclear power. One of
possible ways to classify them is to choose their functional attribution criteria: energy
production, extended fuel breeding, isotopes production and actinides burning; reactors
of all the functional lines would be involved in the solution of the main task - energy
production.

The contribution of light water reactors in the world nuclear park, both today's'and
forecasted with account to East-European and Asian-pacific components, will inevitably
(for economic reasons) leave them in the world nuclear energy of the next century.

In the same time, projected considerable increase of nuclear energy production rate
requires the analysis of the place of various reactor types in the large-scale nuclear
power of the XXI century. The peculiarities of this new phase of nuclear energy use,
such as: increase of its volume up to dozens percent in electricity production, the need
of fissile nuclear materials' breeding, extension of both its sphere of application and the
number of countries using nuclear facilities, make it necessary to clearly define the
conditions and requirements, which should be obligatory for the reactors pretending to
play an important role in the future nuclear power.

Variability of features and conditions of large-scale nuclear power existence determines
the need to conduct research and development of new-generation reactors in line with
improvement of available reactor designs. The proposals introducing a new quality in
solution of future nuclear power problems should have preference in the selection of
new development directions. It is impossible to propose, for perspective, a single
project, which would, in the best possible way, solve all the problems faced by nuclear
power. In the perspective several reactor types will be functioning, and each of them
will be the best to solve its own large-scale energy task - doubtless including VVER-
type reactors.

The trend of power reactors' development will continue with a goal of their use for
electricity generation. Construction of large- and medium-capacity reactors, which have
proved their good operation on previous stages, will continue. In the same time, the
directions of further capacity increase will be realized. In particular, the size of energy
grids in the European part of Russia and the requirement of competitiveness if compared
to fossil-fuelled DHPs lie in base of the trend of unit power growth; and the orientation
on the world market makes it necessary to have (for home and foreign use) a Russian
VVER design competitive with Western ones in terms of capacity and other parameters.

The process of extension of nuclear energy application sphere (co-generation of heat
and electricity, district heating sources, industrial heat supply), which has already
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objectively begun, makes it possible to forecast the development of this trend in the
century to come. In this connection it could be expected, that the new branch of W E R
family - highly safe heating plants (NDHP) - could be finally developed up to their
practical realization and mastering, to become an alternative in an optimal solution of
large regions' heat supply.

Large-scale nuclear power cannot be built just on use of uranium-235. Feeding with
fissile component of natural uranium, constantly involved into the fuel cycle, would be
insufficient for operation of all the variety of nuclear power reactors. Fissile materials'
breeding is one of the main features of nuclear power of the future. This function will be
realized by breeder reactors. Breeding of fuel, which is necessary for fuel supply of all
the nuclear power structure, is these reactors' main purpose. So, nuclear fuel breeder
reactors and reactors consuming fuel will coexist in the future power industry. Their
quantitative rate in the world large-scale nuclear power will be determined by the
neutron balance of all the nuclear power structure, and by the level of reactor breeding.

Positive neutron balance of nuclear power reactor system, if necessary, may provide not
only the breeding of nuclear fuel, but also the burning of most hazardous radioactive
waste. Special thermal burner reactor could be developed for this purpose.

The rate of numbers of various-purpose reactors depends on perfection of their
parameters, areas of application, level of nuclear power development and the status of
solution of radwaste management issue. For established large-scale nuclear power
development the approximate estimation of the rate between thermal/fast/thermal-for-
actinides-burning reactor capacities would make 0.6/0.3/0.1.

It should be specially noted, that the initial period of the XXI century, together with
traditional fuel cycle operations, will be characterized by solution of the problem of
excess nuclear weapon-grade materials' (highly enriched uranium and plutonium) use in
reactors. Utilization of weapon-grade plutonium power potential will contribute to the
fuel base of nuclear power. In course of weapon-grade plutonium use, the mixed
uranium-plutonium fuel technology will be mastered, and the experience of solving
environmental problems and control, accounting and protection procedures, necessary
for future nuclear power, will be accumulated. Power burning of released weapon-grade
plutonium could be carried out in the form of mixed uranium-plutonium oxide fuel in
operating and constructed Russian reactors, including VVERs. Selection of concrete
solutions would be determined by economic conditions of the program's realization,
with account of the strategy of nuclear power development.

Natural resources of thorium (which exceed uranium resources) and their cheapness
give additional possibilities of resource-unlimited development of nuclear power.
Involvement of thorium into the fuel cycle would not only contribute to the fuel base,
but would also facilitate the solution of radwaste disposal problem. In the last time,
together with the above advantages of thorium, the possibility of its use in operating or
developed VVER reactors in order to enhance the solution of non-proliferation issue is
being studied.
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Thus, it seems, that the most reasonable way lies in the evolutionary development of
approved existing nuclear projects and in creation of new-generation nuclear
technologies based on the experience of previous phases.

Perspectives of VVER reactors

Achieved level of development of nuclear power technology based on VVER-type
reactors (their ship analogues) makes it possible to consider them as an integral part of
nuclear power of the future and analyze their possibilities in solving the arising tasks:

• priority growth of nuclear energy rate in electricity production in basic and
loading following modes;

• extension of the sphere of nuclear energy use: heat and electricity co-
generation, domestic and industrial heat sources, water desalination, etc.;

• extension of the number of countries and customer regions and creation of
flexible capacity range of nuclear power installations for use in large and
small power systems and for decentralized energy supply;

• utilization of excess plutonium minimizing its amount in nuclear power
system; energy-related application of weapon-grade nuclear materials;

• involvement of thorium into the nuclear fuel cycle;
• development of nuclear sea transport, including fossil fuels' transportation.

Supposed further development of water-water reactors' development concept should
clearly demonstrate the important element of nuclear power strategy of the XXI century
- technological succession, based on great scientific & technical potential and developed
industrial base, which should give maximum outcome and solve the economic tasks
both for immediate future and for long-term perspective.
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Table 1. VVER reactors constructed in the world

Country

Russia

India

Iran

China

Cuba

Czech
Republic

Ukraine

NPP

Rostov-1
Rostov-2
Kalinin-3
Novovoronezh-6
Kola-5
Sosnovy Bor

Kudamkulam-1
Kudamkulam-2

Bushehr-1

Liangjungang-1
Liangjungang-2

Juragua-1
Juragua-2

Temelin-1
Temelin-2

Khmel'nitski-2
Khmel'nitski-3
Rovno-4

Reactor
type

V-320
V-320
V-320
V-392
V-407
V-407

V-412
V-412

V-446

V-428
V-428

V-318
V-318

V-320
V-320

V-320
V-320
V-320

Gross
capacity,

MW

1000
1000
1000
1000
640
640

1000
1000

1000

1000
1000

440
440

1000
1000

1000
1000
1000

Beginning
of

construc-
tion

(year)
1981
1982
1985
1999
1997
1997

**

1975

1999
1999

1982
1982

1982
1985

1985
1986
1986

Expected
commissio-

ning
(year)

2000

2004
*
*
*

2002

2005
2006

*
*

2001
*

*
*
*

* - the year was not officially determined.
** - the intergovernmental agreement was signed; construction wasn't begun.
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